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Bug report reproduction is an important, but time-consuming task carried out during mobile app maintenance.

To accelerate this task, current research has proposed automated reproduction techniques that rely on a guided

dynamic exploration of the app to match bug report steps with UI events in a mobile app. However, these

techniques struggle to find the correct match when the bug reports have missing or inaccurately described

steps. To address these limitations, we propose a new bug report reproduction technique that uses an app’s UI

model to perform a global search across all possible matches between steps and UI actions and identify the

most likely match while accounting for the possibility of missing or inaccurate steps. To do this, our approach

redefines the bug report reproduction process as a Markov model and finds the best paths through the model

using a dynamic programming based technique. We conducted an empirical evaluation on 72 real-world bug

reports. Our approach achieved a 94% reproduction rate on the total bug reports and a 93% reproduction rate

on bug reports with missing steps, significantly outperforming the state-of-the-art approaches. Our approach

was also more effective in finding the matches from the steps to UI events than the state-of-the-art approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile applications have become extremely popular, with currently over 5 million apps in the
Google Play and Apple stores. To remain competitive in this thriving market and ensure a high-
quality user experience, app developers must swiftly address any issues reported by the users of
their apps. When users experience a problem, they typically submit a bug report to describe the
app failure and provide steps to reproduce the issue. After receiving such bug reports, developers
need to first reproduce the failure following the provided steps [15] so that they can debug their
app and fix the issue. However, the reproduction steps provided in these bug reports are often
unclear, incomplete, or inaccurate [16, 31]. This can make it challenging for developers to reproduce
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the bug report manually. Even in cases where the provided steps are well-written, the process
can still be time-consuming since modern apps generally have complex user interfaces (UIs) and
support many similar sequences of UI events on different screens, each of which may or may not
lead to the reported failure. As a result, developers may need to exhaustively explore the app to
identify the correct events for reproduction. These challenges can make bug report reproduction
a time-consuming and error-prone task for developers, potentially causing a significant delay in
debugging the app.
To accelerate the reproduction process, the software engineering community has proposed

automated techniques for reproducing bug reports of mobile applications. Given the reproduction
steps in a bug report, these techniques dynamically explore the app and attempt to sequentially
match each step against a UI event in the app. However, the low quality of bug reports can cause
problems for automated reproduction. If a step is described inaccurately or vaguely, an automated
approach may incorrectly match it with the wrong UI event. This can cause unintended UIs to
appear and make it impossible to match subsequent steps. If the bug report has missing steps, a
similar problem may occur. In this situation, the approach prematurely tries to match a step against
the incorrect UI event, unaware that additional events are required to properly identify the event
that matches the step accurately. These situations can lead to automated approaches needing more
time to search for the correct reproducing events or cause them to fail completely if they are unable
to account for the shortcomings of the bug reports.
Existing state-of-the-art approaches for bug report reproduction, ReCDroid [52], Yakusu [24]

andReproBot [50], attempt to address these challenges. However, these approaches have limitations
that limit their overall effectiveness. To find a sequence of UI events that match with the given
steps, ReCDroid and Yakusu employ a greedy search based strategy to navigate through an app’s
UIs. Inaccurate or missing steps can cause this strategy to incorrectly prioritize the exploration
of paths with initially high similarity between steps and UI events, but that ultimately do not
lead to an overall correct match. These approaches also incorporate heuristics in the search when
they are unable to find a correct matching path, but in the worst case, their search may reduce
to an exhaustive exploration of the app, which is very time-consuming. ReproBot improves this
search process by utilizing a reinforcement learning (RL) based algorithm to guide the search. This
allows the search to consider sequences of events that exhibit less similarity at the beginning but
eventually lead to overall better matches. Nonetheless, the RL based approach cannot guarantee
that it will find the best matching sequence since it is, by definition, non-deterministic. As we
show in Section 4, the sub-optimal search strategies employed by these techniques can reduce their
overall effectiveness in reproducing bug reports.
To address these limitations, we introduce a new approach for finding the UI events that best

match the steps of a bug report. At a high level, our approach utilizes a model of the app’s UIs to
search for the global best-matched UI events to reproduce the steps. Since the search space in the UI
model for this best match is large, our approach defines aMarkovmodel to describe the possible ways
to match steps with UI events and then uses a dynamic-programming based technique to efficiently
find the best matches. In addition, our approach further uses the UI model to effectively bridge the
possible missing steps in the bug report and discover the complete event paths for reproduction. We
implemented our approach in a prototype tool, Roam, and compared its performance against the
three aforementioned state-of-the-art approaches for bug report reproduction. The results of this
evaluation showed that our approach achieved 94% reproduction rate on the subject bug reports,
outperforming all three existing techniques. Our approach was particularly effective, as compared
to the other approaches, when trying to reproduce bug reports with missing steps. Overall, these
results were very positive and indicated that our approach to finding the best UI event matches for
a bug report can lead to overall better bug report reproduction.
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Fig. 1. Example Bug Report
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Fig. 2. The Actual UI Interactions to Replay the Steps

In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

(1) We formulated the bug report reproduction process as a Markov model by simulating all
possible matches between the steps and UI events.

(2) We designed a dynamic programming based algorithm to globally search for the most likely
UI events to reproduce the steps.

(3) Based on the above two contributions, we developed a novel reproduction technique and
implemented it into a research prototype.

(4) We conducted an empirical evaluation to assess the performance of our approach.
(5) Our implementation and evaluation dataset are available for future research [11].

2 MOTIVATION

In this section, we introduce an example that will be used throughout the paper to illustrate
our approach and highlight the limitations of existing approaches. This example describes a bug
that happened when a user attempted to increase the stock of medicine recorded in a personal
medication management app, Calendula 1. Figure 1a shows the four steps required to reproduce
this bug. However, in the original bug report, only two steps were included (B1 and B2) while the
other two were omitted (BG and B~). Figure 2 displays the necessary UI events for reproducing the
steps in the app where each 4G denotes a click event performed on the app’s UI. Specifically, to
reproduce the four steps, one needs to follow the event path 41 → 42 → 43 → 44 shown in Figure 2.

1https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=es.usc.citius.servando.calendula&pli=1
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Top-K Event Sequences
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Fig. 3. Workflow of Our Approach

This example seems straightforward to reproduce. However, it may cause significant challenges to
existing automated reproduction techniques.
To reproduce a given bug report, the existing approaches, ReCDroid [52], Yakusu [24], and

ReproBot [50], employ two stages. In the first stage, they extract the entities for each step from
the text using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. As illustrated in Figure 1b, these step
entities capture the essential information regarding the UI action expressed by a step. They include
the type of the UI action (02C8>=), the description of the action’s target widget (C0A64C ) etc. Then, in
the second stage, these approaches dynamically explore the app and search for a path of UI events
that match the steps.

Assuming the existing approaches can perfectly parse the step entities, their search algorithms
still face limitations that hinder their reproduction performance. When searching for the UI events
that match the steps, ReCDroid and Yakusu employ a greedy strategy, meaning that they will
always prioritize to match a given step with the most similar UI event on the current UI screen.
However, such a greedy strategy could lead them to choose an incorrect UI event when the next step
is missing or inaccurately described. When reproducing the example bug report, both approaches
would face problems finding the first event 41 in Figure 2, as the corresponding step BG is not
included in the bug report. Consequently, both approaches need to exhaustively explore the UI
trying to find the matched UI event on the following pages. Even if they could correctly find event
41, they would face another challenge to correctly match step B2 with event 44. When reaching
screen three in Figure 2, both approaches prematurely match step B2 to an incorrect event 45 (i.e.,
click “Add a medicine” button) since they are unaware of the missing step B~ . This eventually cause
their failure in reproducing this bug report. The same problems also happen to ReproBot. To find
the UI events matching the steps, ReproBot leverages a RL algorithm to guide the dynamic search
in the app. Specifically, during the search process, the RL algorithm guides ReproBot to randomly
evaluate matches between a step and a less-similar UI event, attempting to find a better-matched
event on the following UIs. ReproBot also leverages such a non-deterministic mechanism to
reveal the potential missing steps in the bug report. However, as one of the limitations discussed
in ReproBot’s paper [50], when reproducing the example bug report, ReproBot needs to try
different possible matches, which is time-consuming and cannot guarantee finding the correctly
matched UI events.

The limitations of existing works motivated us to design a better approach to improve the second
stage of the reproduction process, i.e., the search for the UI events to reproduce the steps. We
introduce the details of our approach in the next section.
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Fig. 4. The Probabilistic Reproduction Model for the Example in Figure 1a

3 APPROACH

The goal of our approach is to find a path of UI events in an app that will reproduce the steps
leading to the failure described in a bug report. As discussed in Section 2, existing approaches are
limited by their sub-optimal search strategies that may not find the best matching sequence when
bug reports have inaccurate or missing steps. Our first insight is that the quality of the sequence
matching can be improved by searching globally through the UI Transition Graph (UTG) of the
app, a model of all of the UIs and their transitions (i.e., UI events) [18, 33, 49], for the best possible
match of the bug report steps. This can avoid the limitations of existing approaches’ dynamic search
techniques, which can get trapped in local maxima best matches. However, such a global search
is computationally expensive since the scale of modern apps and their UIs can be very large. Our
second insight is that the problem of finding the best matching sequence of events can be solved
efficiently by (1) modeling the matches between UI events and bug report steps as a Markov model,
with the quality of the match represented by the model’s transition probability function, and then
(2) using dynamic programming techniques to solve for the best paths in the model, which would
correspond to the best-matching UI event sequences. However, such an approach can only match
UI events to steps that are not missing from the bug report. To address the problem of missing
steps, our third insight is that the UTG can again be employed to find sub-paths of UI events that
connect pairs of UI events that have been matched to bug report steps.

Our approach, which embodies these insights and mechanisms, is shown in Figure 3. The inputs
of our approach are the step entities of the bug report and the existing UTG of the target app. In the
first step, described in Section 3.1, our approach builds the Probabilistic Reproduction Model (PRM),
the Markov model based representation of the possible matches between UI events and bug report
steps. In the second step, described in Section 3.2, our approach performs a dynamic programming
based computation to identify the best top-k matching sequences of UI events in the PRM. In the
final step, described in Section 3.3, our approach traverses the UTG to bridge the potential missing
steps in each of the top-k event sequences and identify the full reproduction event paths.

3.1 Probabilistic Reproduction Model

In this section, we introduce the definition of the Probabilistic Reproduction Model (PRM). The
PRM is a Markov model that simulates all possible matches between the steps in a bug report and
the UI events retrieved from the UTG of the target app. In general, the Markov model describes
a stochastic process, in which the future states only depend on the current state [36]. Following
the standard definition of a Markov model [36], we formally define the PRM as ⟨",), %⟩ where"
is the states, ) is the transitions between states, and % is the transition probability function that
computes the likelihood of each transition. Section 3.1 gives an example of the PRM composed by
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the steps in Figure 1a and the UI events of target app in Figure 2. In the following paragraphs, we
define each part of the PRM and use this example as an illustration.

The states S is the node set of the PRM. Each state< is a step-event pair, formally denoted as
< = ⟨B, 4⟩ where B is a step of the bug report and 4 is a UI event in the UTG. We use<0 = �=CA~

to represent the initial state, meaning the start of the reproduction process. For a state ⟨B8 , 4 9 ⟩, it
could be intuitively interpreted as the approach choosing the UI event 4 9 to reproduce the step
B8 during the reproduction. For example, in Section 3.1, the state ⟨B1, 41⟩ means reproducing the
first step “Edit a medicine” by clicking the “test” medicine button. In the PRM, a state is formed
between a step and any UI event with the same type of UI action expressed by the step. For example,
in Section 3.1, the step B1 is paired with every possible click event 41, 42 etc. to form the possible
states.
The transitions Z is the set of directed edges in the PRM. We use C<B→<C

to represent the
transition from a source state<B = ⟨B8 , 4G ⟩ to a target state<C = ⟨B 9 , 4~⟩. During the reproduction
process, such a transition can be intuitively interpreted as, after reproducing step B8 using event
4G , the approach can subsequently reproduce step B 9 using event 4~ . For example, in Section 3.1,
the transition from ⟨B1, 41⟩ to ⟨B2, 42⟩ means that, after reproducing the first step, the approach can
reproduce the second step by clicking the “pencil” button. In the PRM, a transition between two
states ⟨B8 , 4G ⟩ and ⟨B 9 , 4~⟩ exists if both of the following conditions hold:

C1. j = i + 1 This condition means that the state of step B8 can only transit to the state of the
next step B8+1. The intuition of this condition is that each step in the bug report should be
reproduced sequentially.

C2. reachable(ex , e~) This condition means that the event 4~ should be reachable from the
event 4G through some path in the UTG. The intuition of this condition is that since 4G and
4~ match two successive steps in the bug report (as defined above in C1), after executing 4G ,
it must be possible to execute some sequence of UI events in the UTG that will allow the
approach to find and execute (i.e., reach) event 4~ .

The transition probability function, denoted as % (C) → 2 , shows the probability of a transition
C occurring. Intuitively, for a transition from state ⟨B8 , 4G ⟩ to state ⟨B 9 , 4~⟩, its probability represents
the likelihood that the approach will choose UI event 4~ to reproduce step B 9 , after reproducing
step B8 with UI event 4G . To reflect such a likelihood during the reproduction process, we define
this % as the sum of two scores: Match Similarity Score and Transition Distance Score.

The match similarity score measures the transition probability from the perspective of step-event
similarity. The intuition is that a step is more likely to be reproduced by a UI event similar to
the step description. Hence, when the step-event pair exhibits a higher similarity, the transition
probability to such a state is higher. Our approach calculates the similarity between a step and a UI
event by comparing the textual description of the widget that the UI event acts upon and the target
entity of the step. To do this, our approach first extracts the textual description for the widget of the
UI event. Specifically, three attributes of the widget are extracted from the UI as the description:

(1) label: This attribute is the text displayed on the widget;
(2) content description (desc): This attribute is the text specified by developers to describe the

widget, which is used by accessibility services (e.g., ScreenReader [4]) to explain the widget;
(3) resource ID (res): This attribute is the file name of the linked source file of the icon.

The content of each of these attributes represents a meaningful explanation of the UI widget
provided by developers during the app’s development. Therefore, our approach uses them as the
textual representation of the widget. Given a transition to state ⟨B8 , 4 9 ⟩, the match similarity score

Proc. ACM Softw. Eng., Vol. 1, No. FSE, Article 117. Publication date: July 2024.
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is calculated as:

match similarity score =<0GF∈{;014;,34B2,A4B }{B8<(B8 .C0A64C,F)} (1)

In Equation (1), the function sim computes the semantic similarity between two text spans i.e., the
target entity of the step (B8 .C0A64C ) and one of the three attributes (F ). Following the classic method,
given two text spans, our approach computes their semantic similarity as the cosine distance of
their word embeddings, the vector representation of a text, obtained from a pre-trained language
model [19, 37, 38]. Then, our approach takes the maximum of the three similarities as the final
similarity score. The rationale for choosing the maximum is that our approach cannot know which
of these three description sources would be used by the bug reporter, so this mechanism allows for
using the best or most informative fit.
The transition distance score measures the likelihood of a transition based on the distance of

the UI events. The intuition is that when reproducing the steps on the target app, after executing
the current step, the UI event to reproduce the next step is expected to be on a nearby screen. On
the UTG, this intuition implies the distance between the two matched UI events is likely to be
short. Based on this insight, for a transition between two states, ⟨B8 , 4G ⟩ and ⟨B 9 , 4~⟩, the transition
distance score is computed as:

transition distance score =
1

Bℎ>AC4BC%0Cℎ�8BC0=24 (4G , 4~)
(2)

In Equation (2), the function shortestPathDistance computes the length of the shortest path
between two events in the UTG.

3.2 Global UI Events Search

The goal of this stage of our approach is to search for the UI event sequences that globally best
match the steps in the bug report. To address this problem, our insight is that these event sequences
are most likely to be found in the top-k probable paths on the PRM. As explained in Section 3.1,
the likelihood of a UI event matching a step is captured in the probability of each PRM transition.
Therefore, by identifying the most probable paths from the PRM’s entry state to the state of the last
step, our approach can determine the sequences of events most likely to match the whole sequence
of steps. Additionally, searching the top-k best paths helps our approach more effectively handle
the potentially inaccurate steps and identify the correct event sequence.
Finding the top-k probable paths in the PRM can be formulated as a dynamic programming

problem. The core idea of the dynamic programming algorithm [13] is to find an optimal solution
to a complex problem by breaking it down into sub-problems and solving them recursively. In
our problem, if we define the cumulative probability of the most probable path from the entry
to the state<8 as �4BC%A>1 (<8 ), the computation of it can be broken down into sub-problems of
computing the �4BC%A>1 for the predecessor states of<8 . Mathematically, this is represented as:

�4BC%A>1 (<8 ) = max
< 9 ∈?A43 (<8 )

{�4BC%A>1 (< 9 ) + % (C< 9→<8
)} (3)

where % is the transition probability function defined in Section 3.1 and function pred returns
the predecessors of a state in the PRM. With this formulation, we designed an efficient dynamic
programming algorithm to find the top-k most likely UI event sequences.
Algorithm 1 provides the details of our algorithm. The inputs of the algorithm are the PRM

(constructed in Section 3.1) and a number : . At a high level, our approach first conducts a forward
computation pass (Lines 3 to 8) by traversing the PRM states from the state of the first reproduction
step to the state of the last reproduction step. During the forward pass, our approach determines
the best cumulative probabilities achieved by PRM paths reaching each state. Next, our approach
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Algorithm 1: Top-K UI Event Sequences Computation

Input: PRM, :
Output: top-k event sequences �:4~

1 14BC ← ∅ ; /* table storing the cumulative probability of the optimal path */

2 102: ← ∅ ; /* table storing the back pointers */

/* Forward computation pass */

3 14BC [PRM.4=CA~] ← 0;

4 for PRM state< from the first step to the last step do

5 %A43B ← the predecessors of<;

6 14BC [<] ← max<′∈%A43B {14BC [?] + PRM.% (C<′→<)};

7 102: [<] ← argmaxK<′∈%A43B {14BC [?] + PRM.% (C<′→<)};

8 end

/* Backward decoding pass */

9 4E4=C(4@B ← ∅ ; /* list storing the top-k event sequences */

10 20=3830C4B ← a max heap with size k;

11 for PRM state< of the last step do

12 20=3830C4B.insert([<], key=14BC [<]);

13 end

14 while 20=3830C4B.;4=6Cℎ > 0 do

15 2 ← 20=3830C4B.pop();

16 < ← 2.;0BC�;4<4=C ();

17 if < == PRM.4=CA~ then

/* Decoding reaches the entry state */

18 4E4=C(4@B.append(2.getMatchedEvents());

19 end

20 for predecessor state ? in 102: [<] do

21 =4F_20=3830C4 ← 2.0??4=3 (?);

22 =4F_B2>A4 ← 14BC [?] + cumlative_prob(=4F_20=3830C4);

23 20=3830C4B.insert(=4F_20=3830C4, key==4F_B2>A4);

24 end

25 end

26 return eventSeqs

conducts a backward decoding pass (Lines 9 to 25) to reveal the PRM paths with the top-k cumulative
probabilities.
In order to identify the top-k paths in the PRM, for each state, our approach keeps track of its

predecessors that are on the paths achieving the top-k cumulative probabilities during the forward
pass (Line 7). This information is later utilized in the backward decoding pass to expand the path
candidates. In the backward decoding pass, our approach uses a k-sized max heap to store the top-k
probable path candidates. The path candidates are initialized with the states that achieved the top-k
cumulative probabilities (Lines 10 to 13). In each round of decoding, our algorithm pops off the
candidate path with the highest score from the heap, expands it with its back pointers computed
from the forward pass, and reinserts the updated candidate into the heap with its new total score
(Lines 20 to 24). The new total score is computed as the sum of 14BC [?] — the best cumulative
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probability that can be achieved at the expanded state, and 2D<D;0C8E4_?A>1 (=4F_20=3830C4) — the
current cumulative probability of the candidate path (Line 22). In this way, the new score represents
the highest potential cumulative probability that can be achieved by the new path candidate. By
doing this, the heap always keeps the overall top-k probable path candidates. The decoding of a
path finishes when it reaches the entry state of the PRM (Line 18).
The outputs of this stage of our approach are the UI event sequences that are mostly likely to

match the steps provided in the bug report. For the example in Section 3.1, our approach identifies
the event sequence [42, 44] as one of the output sequences that correctly matches the two given
steps. All such event sequences will be used in the next stage of our approach to determine the full
reproduction path.

3.3 Reproduction Event Path Recovery

The goal of this stage of our approach is to identify the UI events that reproduce the steps missing
from the bug report, thereby finding the complete reproduction event path. As discussed in related
work [31, 48], bug reporters often omit or overlook certain reproduction steps when writing a bug
report. These missing steps could happen (1) before the first provided step; (2) in between any
two provided steps; or (3) after the last provided step in a bug report. When any of these three
situations occur, the UI events identified in Section 3.2, which only match the provided steps, will
be insufficient to reproduce the bug. To handle these types of missing steps and discover the full
reproduction path, our insight is that the set of paths originating from the initial UI state and
leading up to the first matched event, connecting two consecutive events, or extending from the
final matched event could be the ones omitted by bug reporters.

Given a sequence of events identified in the prior stage (Section 3.2), our approach first explores
the UTG to handle the first two types of missing steps defined above. To handle the first type
of missing steps, our approach locates the event paths from the beginning state of the UTG (i.e.,
the initial UI of the target app) to the UI states containing the first identified event (i.e., the one
reproduces the first given step). Then, our approach follows a similar idea to handle the second type
of missing steps. Specifically, for each adjacent pair of identified UI events, our approach searches
for the paths that connect their corresponding UI states on the UTG. For both cases, our approach
identifies the shortest paths [21] between two UI states, which helps our approach to find the most
efficient way of reproduction and avoid redundant events [25]. At the end, for each UI event in the
sequence, our approach obtains a set of paths that connect it either from the beginning UI state or
the previous event. These paths will be joined together to get a set of full paths.

Next, our approach extends each identified path in the UTG to handle the third type of missing
steps, i.e., steps omitted after the last provided step. Given a path identified previously, our approach
computes a set of paths using a fixed-depth exploration starting from the last UI event of the
matched path. Since the number of missing steps after the last provided step tends to be small [31],
a fixed-depth exploration is a sufficient and efficient method to address this problem. Note that this
procedure may create extra events for reproduction when the bug report does not have the second
type of missing steps. In this case, our approach will eliminate the extra ones after triggering the
failure when executing the event path in the target app.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluated our approach by answering the following research questions:

RQ1. How effectively can our approach identify the UI events matching the reproduction steps?
RQ2. How effectively can our approach reproduce the bug reports?
RQ3. What is the running time of our approach?
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Table 1. Bug Report Step Information

Average Median Minimum Maximum

Provided Steps 2.9 3 1 7
Total Steps 4.3 3 1 27
Missing Steps 2.4 1 1 21

RQ4. How effectively can our approach reproduce bug reports with missing steps?
RQ5. How much does each sub-score in the transition probability function help the reproduction?

4.1 Implementation

For evaluation purposes, we implemented our approach into a research prototype, Roam (ReprO-
duction using App Model). Roam is implemented using Python. In its implementation, we used
Neo4J [8] to store and access the UTG, UIAutomator [10] to interact with the Android device,
and Spacy [9] to compute the semantic similarity of texts. Our experiments were performed on
Android emulators on a physical x86 Ubuntu 20.04 machine with a 3.6GHz 8-core CPU and 32GB
of memory. We set the default value for : to be 100, meaning that during the reproduction, our
approach computes the top one hundred UI event sequences that match the steps in a bug report.
We set two as the default depth for the fixed-depth exploration (as explained in Section 3.3). To
facilitate future research, our implementation is available on the website [11].

4.2 Dataset Collection

We used a dataset of 72 real-world Android bug reports for our experiments. The subjects came
from the artifacts of five open-source datasets: (1) the evaluation dataset of ReproBot [50]; (2) the
evaluation dataset of ReCDroid [51, 52]; (3) the evaluation dataset of Yakusu [24]; (4) an empir-
ical study on Android bug report reproduction [31]; and (5) an Android bug report dataset [48].
Altogether, the open-source datasets provided an initial set of 399 bug reports. For each bug report
in these open-source datasets, we attempted to manually reproduce it to make sure the steps were
reproducible and duplicates were removed. During this process, we found many bug reports were
no longer reproducible due to the following factors: (1) The bug report link had expired; (2) The
corresponding APK file of the app was no longer available; and (3) Necessary setup information
such as an account or a specific environmental configuration was not provided. We ended up with
a dataset of 72 bug reports, 46 (64%) of which had missing steps. Table 1 displays the statistics of
the reproduction steps for the bug reports in our dataset. The "Provided Steps" row indicates the
number of steps written in the bug report. The "Total Steps" row shows the total number of steps
actually required to reproduce the bug report. The "Missing Steps" row shows the number of steps
missing from the bug reports for the subset of reports that have missing steps.
For each bug report, we constructed the inputs for the approach: step entities and UTG. We

followed the established protocol used by ReproBot to construct the step entities from the orig-
inal bug reports. For subjects that already have the step entities created (i.e., the subjects from
ReproBot’s evaluation dataset), we directly reused them. To build the UTG of each target app,
we followed the standard practice of running a dynamic app crawler to explore the target app
and constructed the UTG using the crawling results [25]. We leveraged an open-source crawler,
AppCrawler [1] for this purpose.
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Table 2. The Match Accuracy Results on Bug Reports (Shown as a Percent)

Match Accuracy Perfect Cases Zero Cases

PRM-Enumeration 61 56 33
ReproBot 69 47 10
Euler 72 56 14
Roam 93 85 0

4.3 RQ1. Identifying UI Events Matching the Reproduction Steps

4.3.1 Protocol. The goal of this RQ is to assess how accurately our global search mechanism (as
defined in Section 3.2) can identify the matching between the steps and UI events.
For this RQ, we compared the performance of Roam with three baselines: (1) ReproBot [50]:

It is a state-of-the-art mobile bug report reproduction technique. ReproBot uses a Q-learning
algorithm to dynamically search for the UI events matching the given bug report steps on the target
app; (2) Euler [16]: It is a state-of-the-art approach for assessing the quality of mobile bug report
steps. Euler proposed an =-step look-ahead algorithm on the UTG to find the UI event matching a
given reproduction step. At a high level, Euler matches a given step to the most similar UI event
on the current UI or UIs within = steps on the UTG. Though Euler is not designed to reproduce
the bug report, its algorithm is effective in finding the corresponding UI event of the steps on the
UTG. Therefore, we included Euler for comparison in this RQ. In our experiment, we adopted
the value = = 6 based on Euler’s evaluation, which determined it as the best value for finding
matching events; and (3) PRM-Enumeration: It is a baseline approach we implemented to show
the impact of the dynamic programming algorithm (described in Section 3.2). Specifically, to find
the top-K event sequences on the PRM, instead of using the dynamic programming based approach,
this baseline enumerates all possible paths on the PRM and ranks them based on the cumulative
probability of the path. Note that we did not include Yakusu [24] and ReCDroid [52] in this RQ
because they do not provide a one-to-one mapping from steps to UI events, which is necessary to
measure their performance for this RQ.
To conduct the experiments, we ran all approaches on the dataset with one hour as the time

limit per run. To mitigate the impact of the non-determinism of the Q-learning algorithm [50], we
ran ReproBot ten times on each subject. We manually checked the correctness of the UI events
found by each approach. For a given bug report, we computed the match accuracy as the ratio of
correctly identified UI events to the total number of identified UI events.

4.3.2 Presentation of Results. The results of RQ1 are shown in Table 2. For each approach, the
“Match Accuracy” column represents its average match accuracy on the dataset. The “Perfect Cases”
column represents the percentage of bug reports where the approach’s match accuracy is one
hundred, indicating that the approach found the correct UI events matching all steps in the bug
report. The “Zero Cases” column represents the percentage of bug reports where the approach’s
match accuracy is zero, indicating that the approach failed to find the correct UI event matching
any step in the bug report. The detailed match accuracy of each subject for each tool is included in
the replication package [11].

4.3.3 Discussion of Results. According to the results, Roam achieved an average match accuracy
of 93%, which is 21% higher than Euler, 24% higher than ReproBot, and 32% higher than PRM-

Enumeration. Notably, on 85% of bug reports, Roam was able to correctly find reproducing UI
events for all steps. This ratio is 29% higher than PRM-Enumeration and Euler, and 38% higher than
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ReproBot. Furthermore, Roam was able to identify the correct UI events for reproducing at least
one step in all bug reports. In contrast, other methods were unsuccessful in identifying UI events
for reproducing any step in 10% to 33% of the bug reports. Taken together, Roam outperformed the
other baseline approaches in identifying the UI events matching the reproduction steps.
We manually investigated the results of all approaches and found that Roam outperformed

the other approaches primarily for two reasons. First, by searching for the UI events based on
their overall matchability with the steps, Roam avoided being misled by the inaccuracies from
a single step. As explained in Section 3.2, Roam searches for the overall best-matched UI events
on the PRM. This helped it to accurately find the events that match the whole sequence of steps
even if some were inaccurate. On the contrary, Euler was less effective in handling inaccurate
steps. This was because it relied solely on each step to search for the corresponding UI event.
In situations where the step description was inaccurate, resulting in a higher similarity with an
incorrect UI event, Euler was misled into selecting the wrong event on the UTG. The same thing
happened to ReproBot. These inaccuracies in the steps led to ReproBot’s dynamic search being
misled, preventing it from finding the correct events. Second, when searching for UI events on the
PRM, the dynamic programming algorithm used by Roamwas more effective than the enumeration.
We noticed that, due to the vast number of event sequences to be enumerated, PRM-Enumeration

failed to complete the search within the time limit for 32% of the bug reports.
Even though Roam had better average match accuracy than the baselines, it still couldn’t find

the right match for some bug report steps. We investigated these cases manually and identified two
main causes. First, in some cases, Roam failed to compute the similarity score between a given step
and a UI event, resulting in finding an incorrect UI event. As explained in Section 3.1, Roam requires
some textual information from the widget in the UI in order to compute the match similarity score.
However, we observed instances where app developers did not provide this information in the UI.
Consequently, Roam could not calculate a reasonable similarity score, leading to the failure to find
the correct UI event. Second, Roam failed to find the correct UI event matching amalgamated steps,
i.e., when reporters combine multiple UI interactions into a single step. For instance, to reproduce
the step “uncheck all checkboxes” in bug report collect#2958 [3], it is required to click on each
checkbox in a list individually. Since Roam was designed to identify a one-to-one mapping from
steps to UI events, it could not correctly identify such a one-to-many relation.

4.4 RQ2. Reproducing Bug Reports

4.4.1 Protocol. The goal of this RQ is to evaluate how effective our approach is in reproducing
the bug reports. In this RQ, we compared the performance of Roam with three state-of-the-art
reproduction techniques: ReproBot [50], ReCDroid [52], and Yakusu [24]. Note that all three
approaches can compute the step entities directly from the bug report text. However, to ensure a
fair comparison in this experiment, we provided the same step entities collected in Section 4.2 to all
three approaches and Roam. To conduct the experiment, we ran all approaches to reproduce the bug
reports in our dataset, with one hour as the time limit for each bug report. We ran ReproBot ten
times to mitigate the impact of its non-determinism on the reproduction results. For each successful
reproduction reported by a tool, we manually replayed the generated reproduction path to ensure
it followed the same sequence described as the bug report steps. We found three false successful
reproductions for ReCDroid, four false reproductions on average for ReproBot, and none for the
other approaches. We used the reproduction rate as the metric, which was computed as the number
of successful reproduction divided by the total number of reproduction an approach had run.

4.4.2 Presentation & Discussion of Results. Table 3 displays the average reproduction rate of each
approach on the whole dataset (“All Reports”), the subset of bug reports that do not have missing
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Table 3. Reproduction Rate of Each Approach (Shown as a Percent)

All Reports Reports w/o Missing Steps Reports w/ Missing Steps

ReproBot 70 83 63
ReCDroid 29 27 30
Yakusu 8 15 4
Roam 94 96 93

steps (“Reports w/o Missing Step”), and the subset of bug reports that have missing steps (“Reports
w/ Missing Steps”). The detailed reproduction results of each subject for each tool are included
in the replication package [11]. As shown in the results, Roam achieved the highest reproduction
rate on the whole dataset, also on the subset of bug reports that have or do not have missing steps.
Roam outperformed all state-of-the-art approaches on reproducing bug reports.
We further analyzed the bug reports that Roam was unable to reproduce and found two main

reasons for the failure. The first reason was that Roam inaccurately computed the UI events
matching the provided steps (as discussed in RQ1). As explained in Section 3.3, Roam recovers the
final reproducing path based on the identified UI events. Therefore, if the events were incorrect,
Roam produced an incorrect path and failed to reproduce the bug report. The second reason was
that Roam failed to discover the missing steps in certain cases. For example, in the bug report
phimpme-android#1858 [5], the reproduction steps are “click on the edit option then abort the edit
operation”. To reproduce this bug report, it required the approach to first click the “edit” button,
change some configurations in the Edit page, and then click the “abort” button. However, Roam,
without modifying any configurations, clicked the "abort" button immediately after clicking the
"edit" button, resulting in a reproduction failure. As explained in Section 3.3, Roam determines
whether there is any missing step between two given steps by checking if their corresponding
UI events are discontinuous on the UTG. For this bug report, this caused Roam to mistakenly
determine that there was no missing step between these two steps. We found that the missing steps
in this bug report were not easily noticeable even for humans. When manually reproducing this
bug report, the authors initially identified the same events as Roam and it took several tries to
eventually find the missing steps.

We observed that in some cases, ReproBot successfully reproduced the bug report but failed to
identify the correct matching relation between the steps and UI events, which caused ReproBot to
achieve a high reproduction rate but a comparatively lower score on Perfect Cases in RQ1. After
further exploration, we found this was because of the random mechanism employed by ReproBot

to handle inaccurate or missing steps (as discussed in Section 2). In some cases, this mechanism
allowed ReproBot to trigger the bug successfully without identifying the correct match for all
steps. For instance, when reproducing NewsBlur#1053 [2], ReproBot inserted a random UI event
before matching the final step, “Click register”. The purpose of this random event was to account
for any potential missing steps. However, the random event was to click the “Register” button (i.e.,
the one to reproduce the final step), which caused ReproBot to trigger the bug directly without
actually matching the final step. As a result, ReproBot successfully reproduced the bug but failed
to find the correct matching for the last provided step in this bug report.

4.5 RQ3: Reproduction Running Time

4.5.1 Protocol. The goal of this RQ is to assess the running time of our approach on reproduction.
To answer it, we measured the running time of each approach spent on each reproduction. In the
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Table 4. The Running Time Results of Each Approach (Shown in Seconds)

Roam
ReproBot ReCDroid Yakusu

PRM Event Search Path Recv & Exec Total

Avg. 19 16 470 505 1,128 2,674 3,354
Mdn. 1 1 111 150 229 3,600 3,600

case where the approach failed to reproduce a bug report, its running time was recorded as the
time limit for a reproduction, i.e., one hour.

4.5.2 Presentation & Discussion of Results. The results for all of the tools’ running times are dis-
played in Table 4, with each cell representing the average (“Avg.”) and median (“Mdn.”) running time
per run. For Roam, we also provide the running time for each stage of our approach. Specifically, the
column “PRM” represents the running time for constructing the PRM (as explained in Section 3.1);
the column “Event Search” represents the running time for identifying the top-k event sequences
on PRM (as explained in Section 3.2); and the column “Path Recv & Exec” represents the running
time spent on identifying the complete reproduction event paths and executing them in the app (as
explained in Section 3.3). The detailed running time of each subject for each tool is included in the
replication package [11]. Based on the results, Roam had the shortest running time compared to
other tools, with an average of 505 seconds and a median of 150 seconds.
We further evaluated the running time when considering the time for constructing the UTG.

After adding the UTG construction time, the average running time of Roam becomes 2,655s, ranking
the second best among all baseline approaches. However, it is worth noting that building the UTG
is a one-time effort and can be conducted in advance, after which all the bug reports of the same app
can reuse the model. This means that the time spent on building the UTG can be distributed across
all bug reports for an application. An example of this situation is the subject app phimpme-android,
which has seven bug reports in our dataset. When amortizing the UTG construction cost, the
average running time of Roam is 1,645s versus 2,418s for ReproBot. ReCDroid and Yakusu were
unable to reproduce it, resulting in a time of 3,600s.

4.6 RQ4: Reproducing Bug Reports with Missing Steps

4.6.1 Protocol. The goal of this RQ is to assess the reproduction performance of our approach on
bug reports that have missing steps. To answer this RQ, we ran Roam and the three state-of-the-art
reproduction techniques: ReproBot [50], ReCDroid [53] and Yakusu [24] on the 46 bug reports
that contain missing steps following the same protocol as in RQ2. We used the reproduction rate

introduced in RQ2 as the metric for this experiment.

4.6.2 Presentation of Results. Figure 5 presents the reproduction performance of each approach
on the bug reports with missing steps. Each line in the chart shows the reproduction rate for an
approach with respect to the minimum number of missing steps in a bug report. For example, when
the value of the x-axis equals one, the value of the y-axis represents the reproduction rate of each
approach on the bug reports with at least one missing step.

4.6.3 Discussion of Results. As shown in Figure 5, Roam achieved a 93% reproduction rate on bug
reports with at least one missing step. This number is 30% higher than ReproBot’s, 63% higher
than ReCDroid’s, and 89% higher than Yakusu’s. In addition, despite the increasing number of
missing steps in a bug report, Roam consistently outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches.
In particular, on bug reports with at least three missing steps, Roam’s reproduction rate was 80%,
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Fig. 5. Reproduction Rate of Each Approach on Bug Reports with Missing Steps

only decreasing by 15% compared to its performance on all bug reports. In contrast, the other
approaches experienced much larger drops in their reproduction rates, with ReproBot dropping by
73%, ReCDroid dropping by 66%, and Yakusu dropping by 100%, compared to their performance
on the entire dataset. In addition, for bug reports with five or more missing steps, none of the
state-of-the-art reproduction techniques was able to reproduce them while Roam still had a 50%
reproduction rate.

We investigated why Roam outperformed other approaches in handling missing steps and found
two reasons. First, the PRM assisted Roam in accurately identifying the UI events matching the
provided steps even if there were missing steps among them. As explained in Section 3.1, the
PRM considers all matches between the given steps and UI events on the app, accounting for the
possibility of missing steps. Therefore, with the PRM, Roam was able to accurately locate the UI
events to reproduce the provided steps even if they were incomplete. This provided an accurate
foundation for Roam to further discover the reproduction path. Second, the UTG helped Roam

bridge the missing steps more effectively. As explained in Section 3.3, after identifying the UI events
matching the provided steps, Roam used the UTG of the target app to discover potential gaps
caused by missing steps. In this process, the UTG provided a clear guidance on what UI events
could connect two provided steps, helping Roam to discover the missing steps more effectively. In
comparison, existing approaches relied on random exploration or exhaustive search to uncover the
missing steps while dynamically exploring the app. These techniques were less efficient and less
effective compared with Roam’s.

4.7 RQ5: Contribution of Sub-Scores in the Transition Probability Function

4.7.1 Protocol. The goal of this RQ is to evaluate the contribution of each sub-score defined in the
transition probability function of the PRM (as introduced in Section 3.1) to the overall performance
of our approach. To answer this RQ, we created two variants of Roam: Roam-Sim and Roam-Dist.
Roam-Sim only used the match similarity score as the transition probability when building the PRM
while Roam-Dist only used the transition distance score. We ran both variants and Roam on the
whole dataset and measured the match accuracy (as introduced in RQ1) and the reproduction rate

(as introduced in RQ2).

4.7.2 Presentation & Discussion of Results. Table 5 presents the average match accuracy and
reproduction rate for each approach. The detailed results for two variants on each subject are
included in the replication package [11]. As shown in Table 5, both variants performed worse than
the original Roam in identifying the UI events and reproducing the bug reports. Compared with
Roam, Roam-Sim’s average match accuracy was 5% lower, and Roam-Dist’s was 16% lower. In
addition, Roam-Sim’s reproduction rate was 29% lower, and Roam-Dist’s was 56% lower than Roam.
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Table 5. The Match Accuracy and Reproduction Rate for RQ5

Avg. Match Accuracy (%) Reproduction Rate (%)

Roam-Sim 88 65
Roam-Dist 77 38
Roam 93 94

The performance difference between Roam and the two variants demonstrated the contribution of
both sub-scores to the overall performance of Roam.
We further analyzed the causes behind the performance decline for both variants. For Roam-

Sim, we found it less effective in finding the correct UI event sequence when there were multiple
UI events similar to the same step. Roam-Sim searched for the UI events purely based on their
similarity with the steps. Therefore, if there were multiple UI events similar to the same step,
Roam-Sim considered all of them possible to reproduce the step. As a result, the correct event
sequence was ranked lower. Ultimately, Roam-Sim either failed to find the correct events because
of the low ranking or did not have enough time to execute them, causing a failure of reproduction.
For Roam-Dist, without considering the similarity with the reproduction steps, its reproduction
process was reduced to an exhaustive search through all event paths in the app. In most cases, such
an exploration was extremely time-consuming and unable to reproduce the bug within the time
limit.

4.8 Threats to Validity

4.8.1 External Validity. A potential threat to the external validity of our results is the represen-
tativeness of the selected bug reports. We have attempted to overcome this threat by searching
for subjects from the artifacts of five open-source datasets. It is worth noting that all the subjects
are real-world Android bug reports either from GitHub Issues [6] or Google Code [7]. Another
potential threat is the representativeness of the UTG used in our experiments. In the evaluation, we
tried our best to create the UTG as completely as possible using a dynamic crawler. However, there
could be a potential threat that these UTG may not be representative of the UTG used by real-world
developers in terms of completeness. With a more complete UTG, there might be additional event
paths that introduce noise into the search and prevent our approach from finding the correct event
path to reproduce the bug report. To better understand the potential implications of this threat,
we conducted a small-scale robustness study on the UTG. Specifically, we randomly selected ten
subjects that our approach successfully reproduced and manually enriched their UTGs to make
them as complete as possible. Then, we reran our approach using the new UTGs and found that
the reproduction results remained consistent with the original results.

4.8.2 Internal Validity. A potential threat to internal validity is the biases that could be introduced
when identifying the step entities. To mitigate this threat, the first two authors independently
conducted the same step entity identification process following the established practice from
the existing study [50]. Then, they compared their results and resolved the discrepancies via
discussion. Another threat is the potential biases that could influence the manual validation of the
UI events in Section 4.3. To address this threat, in the manual validation process, we referred to
the reproduction UI events information in the original dataset if provided. This information was
collected by the authors of the original dataset, which could help reduce bias.
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5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related works from three topics: Mobile Bug Report Reproduction,
Mobile Bug Reporting and Management, and UI Transition Graph for Mobile App Analysis.

Mobile Bug Report Reproduction There have been several works focusing on textual mobile
bug report reproduction. ReCDroid [52] and Yakusu [24] are the first two works in this direction.
Both approaches employ a dynamic and greedy search on the app to find the UI events to reproduce
the steps. Recently, Zhang et al. proposed ReproBot [50], which employs a reinforcement learning
algorithm to guide the dynamic search for the UI events. Different from these existing works, our
approach leverages the UTG of the target app to globally search for the UI event path to reproduce
the bug report steps. Our approach first constructs a Markov Model to represent all possible matches
between the steps and UI events in the UTG, then uses a dynamic programming algorithm to find
the top-k most likely event sequences for reproducing the steps. Our approach further leverages
the UTG to discover the potential missing steps in the bug report and identify the full reproduction
event paths. After a comprehensive comparison with these existing works, our evaluation results
show that our approach performs better in finding the correctly matched events and reproducing
the bug report than the existing techniques.

Many research works focused on improving a specific part of the automatic reproduction process.
Liu et al. developed a machine learning model Maca [34] to classify the UI action type of a
reproduction step. Huang et al. introduced a multi-modal neural network ScopeDroid [30] to
compute the similarity between a UI event and a reproduction step. Different from both works, our
approach focuses on improving the search of the reproducing UI events during the reproduction
process. Both two works are complementary to our approach and provide future directions for
better reproduction techniques.
There are also research efforts on replaying video mobile bug reports. Feng et al. introduced

GIFdroid [25], an automatic tool to replay screen video recordings on Android apps. GIFdroid uses
image-processing techniques to identify keyframes from the video and map them to the actual
app’s UI. Bernal-Cárdenas et al. introduced V2S, another method to replay app video recordings.
V2S employs a deep neural network to identify the UI actions from the videos and replay them on
apps. Unlike these two works, our approach focuses on reproducing textual steps from Android
bug reports.

Mobile Bug Reporting andManagement A great body of work has been dedicated to assisting
with bug reporting. Fusion, developed by Moran et al. [40], leverages dynamic analysis to obtain
UI events of the app under test (AUT) and help create more actionable events in bug reports
during the testing stage. Fazzini et al. proposed EBUG [23] to assist reporters in writing more
accurate reproduction steps by using information from static and dynamic analysis of the AUT to
predict the next step. Demibud [17] introduced by Chaparro et al. uses manually built discourse
patterns to check whether a bug report misses descriptions for observed behavior, expected behavior,
or steps to reproduce. To help users report these elements, Yang et al. proposed an interactive
bug reporting system, BURT [44] to provide instant feedback of problems with the elements and
graphical suggestions of the said elements. Euler developed by Chaparro [16] assesses the quality
of documented reproduction steps by mapping them onto the UTG of the app. There are also many
works that empirically study the bug-reporting process [22, 42, 43, 54, 55] and detect duplicate bug
reports [20, 28, 29, 32, 41, 46, 47]. Different from these works, our work focuses on reproducing the
steps documented in the bug reports.
UI Transition Graph for Mobile App Analysis The UTG has been widely used in research

works on mobile app review [18], UI testing [12, 26, 27, 35, 45] and bug reporting [14, 23, 25, 39].
StoryDroid developed by Chen et al. [18] utilizes the UTG of apps in the market to measure their
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UI similarity. This helps developers to easily review similar apps in the market and avoid conflicts of
functionalities in their app design. Stoat proposed by Su et al. [45] uses the UTG to automatically
generate UI test cases for mobile app in order to achieve a higher code coverage and UI coverage.
NaviDroid developed by Liu et al. [35] leverages the UTG of an app to guide human testers more
effectively explore the app by providing hint moves on the UI. The UTG helps it to effectively plan
the exploration paths to previously unvisited UI pages. Different from these works, our work uses
the UTG to globally search for the UI events on the app to reproduce the bug report steps.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a new approach to effectively reproduce mobile bug reports by globally
searching the UI events in the target app’s UI Transition Graph. Our approach leverages a Markov
model to simulate all possible ways to reproduce the steps using all UI events supported by the
app. From this model, our approach employs a dynamic programming algorithm to compute
the top-k most likely event sequences to reproduce the given steps. Then it further combines
the path information from the UTG to identify the plausible missing steps in order to find the
full reproducing paths. We conducted an empirical evaluation of our approach and compared its
performance with the state-of-the-art approaches. As shown by the results, our approach is more
effective in reproducing the bug reports and handling the missing steps in a bug report than the
state-of-the-art techniques. It can also more accurately identify the UI events that match with the
bug report steps.

7 DATA-AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

In a replication package [11], we provide the source code and documentation of Roam, the dataset
we used for the evaluation, and the detailed evaluation results.
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